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WNHam J. cahm, Jr.
thecunve nee President

!

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1
Attn: Document Control Desk . !

Washington, D. C. 20555 |

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STA". . (CPSES) |
DOCKET NO. 50-445
CASE LETTER OF 9/23/89 ON EA 88-310 l

'

Gentlemen:
,

This is in response to a September 23, 1989 letter from Citizens Association |
,

for Sound Energy (CASE) to the NRC requesting that the NRC reconsider and .

-

reverse its January 9, 1989 enforcement decision (EA 88-310) regarding Station
Service Water System (SSWS) coating removal activities.

:

Although CASE states that it does not attempt to address the assertions of a
'former NRC inspector that formed his basis for questioning the NRC's January
-9, 1989 enforcement decision, the bases for CASE's request are similar to the
assertions of the inspector. TV Electric has provided detailed responses to !

"those assertions under separate cover (TXX-89847), December 11, 1989 and,
where pertinent, will reference that response in this letter.. .

To ensure that the record before the NRC concerning this matter is complete
and correct, we are providing an enclosure stating TU Electric's position on
specific CASE statements, arguments, and conclusions presented in the
September 23,19S9 letter.

.

For the reasons set forth in more detail in the enclosure, TU Electric's
. position is that: ,

i
fo Based upon specific precedents at other licensed nuclear plants referred

to by TV Electric during the November 9,1988-Enforcement Conference on
SSWS coating removal, the NRC's January 9, 1989 determination that the i

violations should be classified as Severity Level IV is sound,

o The NRC's January 9 determination was appropriately based on the totality
of the information presented to the NRC in written communications, at the
Management Meeting on September 13, 1988 and at the Enforcement Conference

.on November 9, 1988.

\
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o CASE has not presented any significant new information that would warrant
reopening the NRC's January 9 determination.

Sincerely,

A|
William J. Cahill, Jr.

1
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Attachment

c - Mr. R. D. Martin, Region IV
Resident Inspectors, CPSES (3)
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RESPONSE TO CASE LETTER OF SEPTEMBER 23, 1989
RE: ENFORCEMENT ACTION (EA 88-310)

References: i

1. Letter to NRC from CASE, dated September 23, 1989, re: Service Water
System Enforcement Action (EA 88-310)

2. Letter to TV Electric from NRC, dated January 9,1989, re: Notice of
Violation (NRC Inspection Report No. 50-445/88-47; 50-446/88-42) ;

(EA 88-310)

3. TU Electric CPSES Engineering Report, " Station Service Watcr System ,s.
" Coating flemoval Project Evaluation," dated September 21, 1988 (ER-ME-19)

4. Memorandum to Christopher I. Grimes, NRC, from H. Shannon Phillips, NRC,
dated June 21, 1989 re: TV Electric Response to EA 88-310

5. Letter to NRC from TV Electric, TXX-89847, dated December 11, 1989 re:
-Response to June 21, 1989 Memorandum

.

This response addresses, in sequence, CASE's introductory statements,
" Background" discussion, and statement of the " Basis of Upgrade Request and
Conclusion" in CASE's letter to the NRC of September 23, 1989 (Reference 1)
relating to Service Water System Enforcement Action (EA 88-310).

Under each heading TU Electric has extracted from Reference I what it believes
to be statements of position by CASE or statements of fact which TV Electric ,

believes are mistaken or incomplete. In some instances, TU Electric has' i

grouped several statements together to avoid repetitive responses. Following
,

each CASE statement, TU Electric has provided its position with respect to theI

L . issue in question. TU Electric's position vith respect to this general matter
l' has been described in more detail at the Management Meeting on September 13,
' 1988, at the Enforcement Conference on November 9, 1988, and in TU Electric's

'

Engineering Report, E?-ME-19 (Reference 3).

Introductory Statements (Ref._1. on. 1 9)

'

CASE Statement:

The NRC " downgraded" the Station Service Water System (SSWS) violations in EA
88 310 from Severity Level III to Severity Level IV, even though TV Electric
had not presented information justifying the " downgrade."

TV Electric Position:

TV Electric does not believe that the NRC downgraded the violations. No
decision as to the severity level of the violations had been made by the NRC
prior to the determination contained in the Notice of Violation (NOV) issued

1

l.
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on January 9, 1989 (EA 88-310) (Reference 2). Although the NRC's January 9,
1989 letter indicated that the NRC staff had " initially considered the
collective significance of the violations at a Severity Level III ...,"
consistent with the NRC Enforcement Policy, the NRC staff did not reach its
final conclusions until it issued the NOV.

'At the Management Meeting, at the Enforcement Conference, and in ER-ME-19, TU
Electric presented information demonstrating that the problems associated with
the SSWS coating removal task were of limited scope, did not involve a
significant QA program breakdown, and did not result in a safety significant
condition. Consequently, while the problems with the SSWS coating removal
task were of more than_ minor concern, they did not warrant escalated
enforcement action, particularly in light of specific precedents at other
licensed nuclear plants. CASE was not present at the Enforcement Conference
and, in its introductory statements, does not specify why it believes that the

. information presented by TU Electric did not support the violations as
|: Severity Level IV rather than Severity Level III.1/ To the extent that CASE

provides specifics elsewhere in Reference 1, TU Electric's response is
presented below.

CASE Statement:y

The NRC's " downgrade decision was made at a management level without regard to
a number of significant factual details that were excluded from the final
inspection report as issued ..." (Ref.1, p. 2 emphasis in original)

TU Electric Position:

i TV Electric has no knowledge of information contained in draft NRC inspection
reports.'

CASE does.not identify in its introduction any "significant factual details"
that were excluded from the NRC inspection report when the enforcement

| decision was made-on January 9, 1989. Nowhere in Reference.1 is there mention
of any other relevant information that was excluded from the NRC inspectionL

report.

CASE Statement:

. The findings from its independent review " led CASE to the conclusion that TU
| had substantial forewarning by both Stone & Webster and the NRC Inspector that

the activity could result in damage to the pipe if not properly implemented."
(Ref. 1, p. 2)

L

J/ CASE also states that it informed the NRC " shortly after issuance of the
NOV" that it took strong exception to the NRC's decision to categorize the
violations as Severity Level IV and that it stated its concerns at that
time. (Ref. 1, p. 2) CASE does not explain why it waited from January 9,
1989 to September 23, 1989, to express concerns formally to the NRC.

.. , . - - , - . . - __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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TU Electric Position:

The investigation report prepared by TU Electric and submitted to the NRC on
September 23,1988 (ER-ME-19) describes in some detail TV Electric's awareness
of the possibility of such damage prior to beginning the coating removal, TV
Electric's management directive to its Task Force to take steps to avoid such
damage, and the testing performed by TV Electric before commencing the work to ;

assure that coating removal activities would not damage the piping (Ref. 3,
pp. 13-16,29-32). -

CASE Statement:

The NRC's " downgrade" decision represents "a serious NRC management
miscalculation of the appropriateness of regulatory laxness toward TV
Electric." (Ref. 1, p. 2)

TV Electric Position:

In ER-ME-19, at the Management Meeting on September 13, 1988, and at the
Enforcement Conference on November 9,1988, TV Electric provided comprehensive
information regarding the events that led to the violations found in EA 88-
310. The record fully supports the NRC's determination that such violations
should be categorized as Severity Level IV, and such determination is
appropriate.

CASE Statement:

The NRC enforcement decision was " removed" from the NRC site inspection staff.
i

! (Ref. 1, p. 2)

TV Electric Position:

i Under NRC regulations (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, Section VIII) and
! delegations of authority (NRC Manual Chapters 0103 and 0128), an enforcement

decision does not reside with the site inspection staff. Depending upon the
apparent severity level of the enforcement action, the authority to issue
Notices of Violations resides with the Deputy Executive Director for Regional

L Operations or the Regional Administrators and their respective designees.
Notice of Violation EA 88-310 was signed by the Deputy Director, Office of

,

Nuclear Reactor Regulation for the Associate Director for Special Projects of
the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, who has been delegated such
authority. See generally NRC Manual Chapters 0123. Thus, TV Electric

,

| believes the decision was made at the appropriate NRC management level.
,

CASE Statement:

Subsequent events at CPSES have demonstrated that CASE's concerns were valid,
and the enforcement decision needs to be revisited on the basis of information
not considered by the NRC enforcement staff. (Ref. 1, p. 2)

_ _ _ _ , . _ . . _ _ . _ __ ___ _
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TU Electric Position:

n CASE's introductory statements do not identify any " subsequent events" that
substantiated its concerns. If this statement is meant to refer to alleged ,

"other hardware problems" (Ref.1, p. 5), that subject is discussed below at ;

the conclusion of the response to " Background."

Similarly, the introductory statements do not identify the information
allegedly not considered by the NRC enforcement staff.

| "Backaround" (Ref. 1. 00. 2-5) i

L| CASE Statement:
|

In the first paragraph of page 3 of Reference 1, CASE briefly discusses the
history of the safety classification of the coating of the SSWS piping.

TV Electric Position: i

l' I
CASE's discussion of the history of the classification of the coating of the i

SSWS piping is . incomplete. Pages 8-13 of ER-ME-19 (Reference 3) contains a
more complete discussion of such history, and, more importantly, of steps
taken by TU Electric to characterize problems that arose with respect to the
coatings.

;
,

In 1980, when it was recognized that some of the coating was flaking off i

flange faces in SSWS pipe and that some of the coating had been field applied
without formal QA/QC controls, TV Electric requested its Architect / Engineer

|(Gibbs and Hill) to evaluate these problems and make a determination as to
| whether detached coating could block flow to components supplied by the
L Service Water system. Further, TV Electric considered this problem

potentially reportable pursuant to 10CFR50.55(e) and so informed the NRC viaI

SDAR-CP-80-07 (TXX-3218). Gibbs and Hill evaluated the flaking of the coating
in 1980 and concluded that it did not represent a safety concern. Based on

,

| this evaluation, TV Electric amended the FSAR to indicate that the coatings
!- were non-quality assured and withdrew the SDAR CP-80-07.

As discussed in ER-ME-19 (p. 10) and at the September 13, 1988 Management
Meeting, two other opportunities arose to address.the issue of coating
problems in SSWS. The first occurred in 1983 when INP0 SER 68-83 was issued
documenting large scale coating failure in the cooling water system at Palo
Verde. The cause was identified to be excessive coating film thickness and

-inadequate curing. However, since both of these attributes had been included
-in the Comanche Peak coating application procedures, and no large scale
coating problem had been detected at Comanche Peak, it was concluded that the
Palo Verde problem was not occurring at Comanche Peak.

1
l The second opportunity occurred in 1985 when the NRC issued Information Notice
l' 85-24. This Information Notice basically restated the information contained

1
. . . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . _ _
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I
in INP0 SER 68 83. Because no large scale coating problems had been I
identified at Comanche Peak prior to receipt of the Information Notice, no
action was deemed necessary, i

As admitted in ER-ME-19 (p.10), these TV Electric evaluation were inadequate
insofar as the Palo Verde event indicated that a mechanism did exist for large
scale coating failure, contrary to the original assertion made by Gibbs and
Hill. When this problem was identified to TU Electric in 1988, an extensive
review of other INP0 SERs and NRC Information Notices was performed to assure
that they had been adequately addressed.

Moreover, in the latter part of 1985, when more extensive deterioration of the
SSWS pipe coating was identified, TV Electric considered the problem ,

potentially reportable and informed the NRC via SDAR-CP-86-07 (TXX-4711).
Between September 1985 and November 1987 a series of extensive inspections and 4

evaluations were performed of the SSWS pipe and coatings. These inspections j
identified coating deterioration both in areas where formal QA controls had i

been applied and areas where they had not been applied. TU Electric
'

conservatively elected to remove all coatings, both quality assured and non-
quality assured, from 10, 24 and 30-inch SSWS pipe.

CASE Statement:

TU Electric decided to use "an unapproved vendor who was not required to
comply with regulatory requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B."' (Ref. 1,
p. 3)

TV Electric Position:

To the contrary, because the contractor did not have an approved QA program,
the procurement was classified as Code V as required by approved procedures !

and the work performed under the associated contract was required to comply 1

with TU Electric's QA program. (Ref. 1, pp. 17-21) l
i

CASE Statement:

The removal process "was completed in July 1988, alleaedly without incident."
(Ref. 1, p. 3, emphasis added)

TU Electric Position: j

TU Electric never stated or implied that the SSWS coating removal project was )
completed "without incident." TU Electric's report (ER-ME-19) describes in I

detail the problems that arose during the project and TU Electric's reactions |
to such problems, some of which TV Electric admitted were inadequate. )

CASE Statement:

TV Electric concluded that the stalling was limited to "a small portion of 10- 1
inch piping in one train of the SSWS" and that the removal operation was then
modified to eliminate stalling of the sandblaster." (Ref. 1, p. 3)

;

l
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.

TU Electric Position:

TU Electric's reviews demonstrated that stalling-induced damage was " limited
to 36 spools of 10 inch diameter pipe (approximately 650 feet) which were

1

spinblasted in the plant prior to enhancements being made to the spinblaster
process" and that "no significant damage occurred in the 82 spools of 10 inch
pipe remotely blasted in the plant in Train A and Train B after enhancements '

had been made." Some of these spools "had minor indications that may have
been made by the spinblaster, but are clearly not. indications of damage that
could violate ASME Code stress minimum wall." (Ref 3, p. 42)

CASE Statement:

TV Electric "only evaluated the controls applied to the sandblasting operation
i tsel f. " (Ref. 1, p. 4)

TV Electric Position:

TV Electric did evaluate the controls applied to the coating removal
operation, but as part of its investigation of the SSWS Coating removal task,
it also evaluated the consideration of alternatives and the selection of a
solution (Ref, 3, pp.13-16); the decision making on prerequisite questions,
including applicable codes and standards (Ref. 3, pp.15-16); the procurement
process (Ref. 3, pp.17-23); the development of procedures and criteria (Ref.
3, pp. 24-27); contractor mobilization (Ref. 3, pp. 28-29); and the )rocess
testing (Ref. 3, pp. 29-32). Additionally, TV Electric evaluated ot1er Code V .

services procurements (NE-22156 dated September 30,1988) ~ Thus, TV Electric
performed not only a comprehensive evaluation of the coating removal task, but
also the generic implications of the problems identified with the conduct of

,

that task.

CASE Statement:

When NRC Resident Inspector Shannon Phillips raised his concerns with TU
Electric personnel, they "did not act on, consider or respond to his
concerns." (Ref.1, p. 4)

TV Electric Position: ,j

|- As explained on page: 3G-38 of ER-ME-19 and TXX-89847, TV Electric personnel i

! evaluated the inspector's concerns, and made several presentations to the NRC |
inspection staff, and TU Electric took a number of specific actions in

! response to the inspector's concerns.

CASE Statement:

It appears that a " serious management attitude problem and mindset" existed
| from 1985 through July 1988, that this "mindset" was exacerbated during the
: July-November 1988 review process, that the residual effect of this attitude

has existed since the beginning of 1989 and persists at the plant today, and
that it has resulted in other hardware problems with potential safety impact
and is evident in many day-to-day decisions. (Ref. 1, p. 5)

|

|
'

, .-. -
'
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L
TU Electric Position:

L Reference 1 does not contain any identification of the " management attitude"
| and "mindset" problems alleged to have existed from 1985 through July 1988.
L In fact, during that timeframe, TV Electric undertook many actions to impreve
L its management and programs. For example, in a letter to the NRC dated June 5

| a, 1988 (TXX-88495), TU Electric summarized all of the recent enhancements it
had made in "its management, organizational structure, staffing, procedures
and programs in order to provide additional assurance that the validation of i

CPSES design and hardware and the completion of construction are implemented i
! in accordance with the highest standards of excellence and that the project !

continues to comply with applicable requirements." All of those programmatic
! enhancements, together with the successful implementation of the CPRT and CAP

programs, provide ample evidence of a management attitude and mindset devoted
not only to the satisfaction of NRC requirements but also to the achievement I

of excellence.
,

l

With specific reference to the coating of the SSWS piping, TV Electric
management was also focused on the achievement of quality from 1985 to July I

1988. It devoted extensive resources to resolving identified problems in the
SSWS during that period. This included detailed characterization of the
coating problems culminating in the issuance of the Corrosion Evaluation
Report, establishment of a Task Force to address coating removal and other l

SSWS enhancements, evaluation of alternatives and selection of a solution, and
| project implementation. (Ref. 3, pp. 11-38) Moreover, management explicitly

directed the Task Force that the coating removal should be controlled so as toi- ,

assure that the sandblasting would not cause damage to the SSWS piping. (Ref.
'

3,p.14) TU Electric has admitted that problems arose during procurement,
testing and implementation. However, these problems cannot be attributed to a
negative management attitude or mindset.p

Similarly, Reference 1 does not identify how the "mindset" was allegedly
exacerbated during July-November 1988. In fact, the thorough investigation
that resulted in the detailed " Process Evaluation" and " Technical Evaluation"
contained in ER-ME-19 demonstrates that management was taking the problems
seriously. Additionally, based upon the results of this investigation, TV

| Electric implemented appropriate and extensive corrective and preventive
! actions, thereby demonstrating TV Electric's commitment to quality and safety.

Finally, Reference 1 does not identify the alleged " residual effect of this
attitude" or identify the "other hardware problems" or the " day-to-day

i decisions" that have allegedly been impacted, presumably after November 1988.
! When hardware problems have been identified by TU Electric or the NRC, TV

Electric has undertaken investigations to identify the root causes of the
problems.

Basis of Voorade Reauest (Ref. 1. pp. 5-8)

CASE Statement:
1

Sufficient information always existed within the NRC staff that demonstrated
that the coating removal violations presented "a significant regulatory
concern." (Ref. 1, p. 5)

|
1

l
, __ - . _ , _ ._ _ _ -
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TV Electric Position:

Based on all of the available information and for the reasons explained at the
Enforcement Conference, TV Electric believes that the violations were not of
"significant regulatory concern" and thus should not be classified as Severity
Level III.

CASE Statement:

TV Electric "was well aware of accurate and complete information" on the
development of the SSWS problem "and did not fully inform the NRC." (Ref. 1,
p. 5)

TU Electric Position:

TV Electric provided accurate and complete information to the NRC. To the
extent that CASE alleges that specific information was not provided to the ;

NRC, TU Electric responds below. . !

CASE Statement:

'

The most significant issue not fully disclosed to NRC management dealt with j

the Code V program. TV Electric "did np1 disclose that there were six Code V
service procurements involving specialty work on safety-related equipment on
the Comanche Peak site." (Ref. 1, p. 6, emphasis in original)

|

TU Electric Position:

At the Management Meeting on September 13, 1988, and in ER-ME-19, TU Electric |

committed to review other Code V procurements. At the Enforcement Conference, I

TV Electric confirmed that the review of these Code V procurements had been l

performed. The' precise number of such procurements was not mentioned on the |
| slides shown at the conference. The NRC was aware that these other services j

| involved quality-related equipment since, otherwise, the procurements would ;

I not have been classified as Code V. |

TV Electric's September 30, 1988 memorandum (NE-22156) summarized TU |
Electric's review of the six Code V services procurements. This memorandum I

was not withheld from either the NRC or CASE. In fact, when CASE requested l

copies of documentation' associated with the SSWS coating removal, NE-22156 was l

one of the documents provided to CASE. This occurred on October 5, 1988, i

shortly after the memorandum was written and one full month before the i
November 9,1988 Enforcement Conference. Furthermore, both prior to and '

|_ during the Enforcement Conference, TV Electric referred to the review
documented in NE-22156, and the memorandum was available for NRC review. It

was provided to the NRC by TU Electric as part of a package to close out EA
| 88-310, without any request by NRC. j

The information provided by TU Electric with respect to the other Code V
services procurements is discussed in more detail in TU Electric's Decemberi

12, 1989, response to the June 21, 1989 memorandum. (Ref. 5, Response to |
Enclosure 2) ]

J

1 y y,,,-.-+-e- -f rg.--+~ . ,.oy 9 - as y , + w
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CASE Statement:

In one of the six Code V procurements, the activity (steam generator nozzle
measurement) was completed before the purchase order was finalized. (Ref. 1,
p. 6)

-

TV Electric Position:

This statement is true, and, in fact, is extracted from NE-22156. However,QA
became aware of the work and conducted a surveillance while the nozzle
measurements were being performed. Deficiency Reports were written and
dispositioned with respect to the work having been initiated prior to approval
of the purchase order. (Ref. 5, Response to Enclosure 2, Attachment 2, pp.
12-13) Furthermore, this problem was not related in any fashion to the
classification of the procurement as Code V.

CASE Stateme_nt:

L CASE quotes from the conclusions of NE-22156 what it considers to be
L shortcomings "in procurement documentation and prequalification testing" in
L the six Code V procurements. (Ref. 1, pp. 6-7) One of CASE's points appears
j to be that information on such shortcomings was not provided to the NRC.

TV Electric Position:

While NE-22156 did identify shortcomings in the other Code V services
procurements, no shortcomings were identified in prequalification testing for

,

| these activities because they involved well established processes and no
| special testing was required.
|

At the Enforcement Conference, TV Electric did not focus on the specific
shortcomings in these other procurements because TU Electric had already
acknowledged (during the September 13, 1988 Management Meeting and in ER-ME-

L 19) the need to enhance its procedures for the preparation of Code V services
*

procurements and had already committed to the NRC to do so. The fact that thei

review found similar shortcomings in these other Code V services procurements
simply reinforced that need. However, because the tasks were successfully
completed, TU Electric did not believe that the additional examples of

| procurement shortcomings increased the significance of the shortcomings
| identified in' the SSWS coating removal procurement. To the contrary, the -

| results of the review indicated that tasks snch n Service Water coating
! removal could be successfully completed with the level of detail which existed
L in the procurements documents. Therefore, when the results of the review of
I the other Code V services procurements were discussed at the Enforcement

Conference, TU Electric focused on what it believed was the principal
conclusion, namely that the review demonstrated that the difficulties
encountered during coating removal were not indicative of a breakdown in
control of contractor activities.

|

L
_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _ ~ _
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|

|

CASE Statement:

L There are the following deficiencies in the review performed in the
preparation of NE-22156: procedural deficiencies-in-the Code V procurement
were not cross-checked against the hardware work to determine whether
deficiencies existed in the field work; TV Electric's paperwork review alone

,
could not demonstrate reasonable assurance of satisfactory work performance;

,

and existing documentation of successful completion cannot be sufficient for a |
|. reliable conclusion because no QA requirements were established, procedures ;

and inspection activities were nonexistent or inadequate, and there was no '

,

process for identifying deficiencies.E

TV Electric Resoonse:

QA requirements were established for the other Code V procurements. The
review of documentation performed for NE-22156 was sufficient to establish the,

! adequacy of the completed work. (Ref. 5, Response to Enclosure 2) Moreover,
since at the NRC exit meeting in June, 1989 an NRC resident inspector had
raised questions concerning the adequacy of such review, the QA Department,

performed an additional review. The results are contained in a report, I
entitled "QA Department Review of Six Codo V Services Procurements." Unlike
the review documented in NE-22156, this review examined each of the
procurements and related information relative to all eighteen criteria of I

| 10CFR50 Appendix B. In general, it found potential weaknesses in the
L following areas: i

i 1. Written contractor interface control l

- 2. Indoctrination and training of contractor personnel

) 3. -Identification of QA Program applicability / implementation
|

| 4. Consumable / expendable control

5. Material control

L 6. Contractor supplied M&TE
l

- However, based on a review of information relative to the completion of the
procured tasks, it was concluded that, notwithstanding these potential
weaknesses, the implementation of the TV Electric QA Program and procedures
was adequate and that overall controls had been established which

| satisfactorily implemented applicable 10CFR50 Appendix B requirements.
| Further, the report notes that the actions developed as a result of the review

of the SSWS coating removal task adequately enveloped the identified
,

| weaknesses in the program for Code V services procurements. Thus, the results
of this independent QA Department review essentially confirm the conclusions
reached in NE-22156. (Ref. 5, Response to Enclosure 2, Attachment 1)

|

|
1^

l
- - - - - . . - . - . - . . _ . .. . - .. -
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CASE Statement:

There was apparently " specific factually incorrect or incomplete information"
.

-provided to the NRC through the enforcement conference materials. (Ref. 1, p. I

7) The only " example" provided in support of this statement is that there was- !

a serious error in understanding the NRC's requirements in regard to coating i
l applicatious during the initial applications stage and this ultimately led to 1

l coating failures and the determination that coatings had not been procured or
applied in accordance with Appendix B criteria. ;

I

TU Electric Position: |

|: This statement does not identify incorrect or incomplete information provided
by TU Electric to the NRC. The control of coating applications was not an 4

,

| Enforcement Conference issue, and the NRC did not issue a violation on this
subject. '

| CASE Statement:

TU Electric never understood the criteria governing the difference between
safety-related and nonsafety-related work, and this " historical inability to i
fully recognize root causes" should have been recognized as a-significant
regulatory concern. |

.

TU Electric Response-

This issue is addressed in TV Electric's December 12, 1989 response to the
June 21, 1989 memorandum. .(Ref. 5, Response to Enclosure 6) In summary, TU |

Electric has understood the difference between safety-related and nonsafety- |
related work and the need for controls for nonsafety-related work that could |

affect safety-related work, and has taken action to_ provide for such centrols.
! However, these controls were not successfully implemented in all cases,

including the SSWS coating removal task. {

CASE Statement:

Other " inconsistencies or omissions" in information presented by TV Electric
are found in the numerous materials reviewed by CASE. (Ref.1, pp. 7-8) The
only specific item identified by CASE is the " additional damage caused by the
spinblaster to the piping in Train B."

TU Electric Position:

This issue is addressed in TV Electric's December 12, 1989 response to the
June 21, 1989 memorandum. (Ref. 5, Response to Enclosure 3) As this response
states, TU Electric's statements regarding the Train B piping have been
consistent and accurate; specifically, indications were identified in the
Train B piping, but these indications did not constitute damage that could
violate ASME Code stress or minimum wall requirements.

---. . - - -. - - -
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Conclusion (Ref.1. o. 8)

CASE Statement:

CASE is concerned that "the NRC's handling of this matter has allowed this
significant problem to escape full regulatory consideration," and that it will-

not be considered in the SALP report nor will its implication be considered
prior to fuel load.

TU Electric Position:

The SSWS coating removal project has received " full regulatory consideration."
TU Electric has responded both to an inspection report (IR 50-445/88-47;
50-446/88-42) and to an NOV. The NRC has held both a Management Meeting and
an Enforcement Conference. The information which CASE claims was not
previously considered by the NRC was alluded to by the NRC resident inspector

,

L at the June 1989 exit meeting and is presently being considered by the NRC in
an IR (50-445/89-23; 50-446/89-23). As with all violations, TU Electric
assumes that the violations involving the SSWS coating removal project are
being considered in the SALP process.

CASE Statement:
L

On the basis of the information presented, CASE requests that the NRCe

" reconsider classification of this event." (Ref. 1, p. 8)

TV Electric Position:

CASE has not presented any significant new information that would warrant such
action by the NRC. As explained in detail above, the information discussed by
CASE has either been fully considered by the NRC or would not result in any
change in the classification of the violations.

|- TU Electric believes the current situation is that of a closed enforcement
' action insofar as the NRC had determined on January 9, 1989 that the
| violations were not of Severity Level III. -The criteria in Section V. F. of
| 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C govern reconsideration of enforcement actions.
L Under those criteria, reopening would take place only under circumstances that
I included, for example, a need for remedial action to abate the continued harm
' of a violation to the public health and safety. No such circumstances exist

here, as evidenced even by CASE's conclusions about the adequacy of corrective
action taken. (Ref. 1, pp. 4-5) The criteria also states that the

..

enforcement action would not normally be reopened where the only change to
'

prior action would be to increase the severity of a violation or impose a
civil penalty, and that reopening is expected to occur only rarely. The
information provided by CASE does not suggest that this is one of these rare
occasions when the NRC should reopen its determination in order to increase

,

the severity level of a violation or impose a penalty.

. .. . .. - ._ -. -- . . ._______ _ _ ___ _ _ -_


